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AFFINE BRAID GROUP, JM ELEMENTS AND KNOT HOMOLOGY
A. OBLOMKOV AND L. ROZANSKY
Abstract. In this paper we construct a homomorphism of the affine braid group Braffn
in the convolution algebra of the equivariant matrix factorizations on the space X 2 “ bn ˆ
GLn ˆ nn considered in the earlier paper of the authors. We explain that the pull-back on
the stable part of the space X2 intertwines with the natural homomorphism from the affine
braid group Braffn to the finite braid group Brn. This observation allows us derive a relation
between the knot homology of the closure of β P Brn and the knot homology of the closure
of β ¨ δ where δ is a product of the JM elements in Brn
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1. Introduction
This paper is an extension of our earlier paper where we constructed a triply-graded knot
homology theory [1]. In [1] the homology HpLpβqq of the link Lpβq that is a closure of the
braid β P Brn is realized, roughly, as a space of derived global sections of the complex of
equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves Sβ on the Hilbert scheme of n points on the plane Hilbn.
The knot homology of this sort was expected to exist for quite some time [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 1],
The work of A.O. was supported in part by the NSF CAREER grant DMS-1352398.
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in particular it was expected that in such theory we would have a natural relation between
HpLpβqq and HpLpβ ˝ Twqq where Tw is the full twist braid. This paper shows that this
expectation is indeed true.
Before we proceed to the main statement of the paper, let us recall the main result of [1]1.
In this paper we use notations Vn “ C
n, gn “ EndpV q, bn, nn are the upper, respectively
strictly upper, triangular matrices, we also omit the subindex n when the rank is obvious
from the context.
The free nested Hilbert scheme Hilbfree1,n is a B-quotient of the sublocus
ĄHilbfree1,n Ă bn ˆ
nn ˆ Vn of the cyclic triples tpX,Y, vq|CxX,Y yv “ Vnu. The usual nested Hilbert scheme
HilbL1,n is the dg subscheme of Hilb
free
1,n , it is defined by imposing the equation rX,Y s “ 0.
The torus Tsc “ C
˚ˆC˚ acts on Hilbfree1,n by scaling the matrices. We denote byD
per
Tsc
pHilbfree1,n q
the derived category of two-periodic complexes of Tsc-equivariant quasi-coherent sheaves on
Hilbfree1,n . Let us also denote by B
_ the descent of the trivial vector bundle Vn on ĄHilbfree1,n to
the quotient Hilbfree1,n . Respectively, B stands for the dual of B
_. In [1] we construct for every
β P Brn an element
Sβ P D
per
Tsc
pHilbfree1,n q
such that space of hyper-cohomology of the complex:
H
kpSβq :“ HpSβ b Λ
kBq
defines an isotopy invariant.
Theorem 1.0.1. [1] For any β P Brn the doubly graded space
Hkpβq :“ Hpk`writhpβq´n´1q{2pSβq
is an isotopy invariant of the braid closure Lpβq.
It is natural to expect that the construction of [1] produces the same triply-graded knot
homology as in the original papers [7, 8]. In the subsection 1.3 we remind the construction of
Sβ. Determining the graded dimensions of H
kpβq for a given braid is a hard computational
problem. However, for a special class of braids, including torus braids, the computation is
relatively easy, and we provide the details.
1.1. Jucys-Murphy elements. The braid group Brn is generated by the elements σi, i “
1, . . . , n´ 1 modulo the standard relations. The mutually commuting elements δi P Brn:
δi :“ σiσi`1 . . . σ
2
n´1 . . . σi`1σi, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1
are called Jucys-Murphy (JM) elements.
The group of characters of the Borel subgroupBn is generated by the characters χi: χpXq “
Xii and we denote by Cχi the corresponding one-dimensional representation. The trivial line
bundle Cχi on
ĄHilbfree1,n descends to the line bundle Li on the quotient Hilbfree1,n . The main
result of this note is the following
Theorem 1.1.1. For any β P Brn we have
H
kpSβ¨δq “ H
kpSβ b Lδq,
where δ “
śn
i“2 δ
ri
i and Lδ “ b
n
i“2L
bri
i .
1Here and everywhere below we state a GL version of the results of [1]; the paper [1] covers the SL version
of the results, but the proofs of the GL version are essentially identical.
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The scheme HilbL1,n is expected to have many features of the usual Hilbert scheme of points
on the plane. However, since the derive structure is non-trivial, the computations on the dg
scheme HilbL1,n are very challenging. In contract, the space Hilb
free
1,n is smooth manifold and
is an iterated tower of projective spaces. In particular, we have the following
Proposition 1.1.2. The line bundle L1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ b Ln´1 is ample on Hilb
free
1,n .
Using the ampleness from the previous conjecture we can use the spectral sequence argu-
ment to imply an easy
Corollary 1.1.3. If the numbers ri are sufficiently large then
H
kpSδq “ H
0pHilbfree1,n , rOHilbL1,n
svir b ΛkB b Lδq,
where rOHilbL1,n
svir is the notation for the defining complex of the dg scheme HilbL1,n.
Now we explain the method of the proof of the main theorem and describe some other
interesting algebraic structures that are explored in this paper.
1.2. Geometric realization of the affine and finite braid groups. The affine braid
group Braffn is the group of braids whose strands may also wrap around a ‘flag pole’. The
group is generated by the standard generators σi, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1 and a braid ∆n that wraps
the last stand of the braid around the flag pole:
σi “
i`1 i
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
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‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
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The defining relations for this generators are
σn´1 ¨∆n ¨ σn´1 ¨∆n “ ∆n ¨ σn´1 ¨∆n ¨ σn´1,
σi ¨∆n “ ∆n ¨ σi, i ă n´ 1,
σi ¨ σi`1 ¨ σi “ σi`1 ¨ σi ¨ σi`1, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 2,
σi ¨ σj “ σj ¨ σi, |i´ j| ą 1.
The mutually commuting Bernstein-Lusztig (BL) elements ∆i P Br
aff
n are defined as fol-
lows:
∆i “ σi ¨ ¨ ¨ σn´2σn´1∆nσn´1σn´2 ¨ ¨ ¨ σi “
i
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚ ‚
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A further discussion of their properties can be found in [9] which is the source of our affine
braid pictures.
There is a natural homomorphism fgt : Braffn Ñ Brn, geometrically it is defined by remov-
ing the flag pole. In particular we have:
fgtp∆nq “ 1, fgtp∆iq “ δi, i “ 1, . . . , n´ 1.
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The main technical tool in [1] is the realization of Brn inside of the convolution algebra
of the category of equivariant matrix factorizations pMFscB2n
pX 2pGnq,W q, ‹¯q where X 2pGnq “
bn ˆGn ˆ nn and
W “ TrpX, g, Y q “ TrpXAdgpY qq.
Now we extend this structure:
Theorem 1.2.1. There is a homomorphism:
Φaff : Braffn Ñ pMF
sc
B2n
pX 2pGnq,W q, ‹¯q.
Note that the paper [10] constructs a homomorphism from the affine braid group to the
category of matrix factorizations. The construction of [10] relies on the earlier result of Riche
[11], the construction in [1] is independent of the results in [11]. It is unclear to us how to
relate the results in this paper to the constructions of the paper [10].
Given a matrix factorization C in MFscB2n
pX 2pGnq,W q and two characters ξ, τ : B Ñ C
˚ we
define the twisted matrix factorization Cxξ, τy to be the matrix factorization C bCξ bCτ . In
these terms we have
Theorem 1.2.2. For any i “ 1, . . . , n we have
Φaff p∆iq “ Φ
aff p1qxχi, 0y.
Results of this paper are based on a realization that the ordinary braid group Brn acts
naturally on the framed version X 2,frpGnq of space X 2pGnq:
X 2,frpGnq “ tpX, g, Y, vq P X 2pGnq ˆ Vn |,CxX,AdgpY qyv “ Vn, g
´1pvq P V 0u
where V 0 is the subset of V consisting of vectors with non-zero last coordinate. There
is a natural map fgt : X 2,frpGnq Ñ X 2pGnq, and a pull-back along fgt provides a natural
analog of homomorphism Φaff which we restrict on the finite part of the braid group Brn “
Cxσ1, . . . , σn´1y:
Φfr : Brn Ñ MF
sc
B2pX 2,fr,W q.
Theorem 1.2.3. There is convolution algebra structure ‹¯ on MFscB2n
pX 2,frpGnq,W q and the
pull-back map
fgt˚ : MFscB2npX 2,frpGnq,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2n
pX 2pGnq,W q
is a homomorphism of the convolution algebras.
The convolution algebra structures are compatible with the forgetful homomorphism fgt:
Theorem 1.2.4. We have
fgt˚ ˝ Φaff “ Φfr ˝ fgt.
1.3. Geometric trace operator. The variety ĄHilbfree1,n embeds inside X 2pGnq via the map
je : pX,Y, vq Ñ pX, e, Y, vq. The diagonal copy B “ B∆ ãÑ B
2 respects the embedding je and
since j˚e pW q “ 0, we obtain a functor:
j˚e : MF
sc
B2n
pX 2pGnq,W q Ñ MF
sc
B∆
pĄHilbfree1,n , 0q.
Respectively, we get a geometric version of ”closure of the braid” map:
L : MFscB2npX 2pGnq,W q Ñ D
per
Tsc
pHilbfree1,n q.
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The main result of [1] could be restated in more geometric terms via the geometric trace map:
T r : Brn Ñ D
per
Tsc
pHilbfree1,n q, T rpβq :“ ‘kLpΦ
frpβqq b Λ‚B.
Theorem 1.3.1. [1] The composition H˝T r : Brn Ñ D
per
Tsc
pptq categorifies the Jones-Oceanu
trace and thus defines a triply graded homology of links.
Theorem 1.0.1 now follows from the theorems in this section. Indeed, let ∆ “
ś
i∆
ki
i and
δ “
ś
i δ
ki
i then we have
L ˝Φfrpβ ¨ δq “ L ˝Φfr ˝ fgtpβ ¨∆q “ L ˝ fgt˚ ˝Φaff pβ ¨∆q “ Lpfgt˚ ˝Φaff pβqq b Lδ.
To summarize, we constructed the following commutative diagram:
(1.1)
Braffn Brn L
pMFscB2n
pX 2pGnq,W q, ‹¯q pMF
sc
B2n
pX 2,frpGnq,W q, ‹¯q Vect ´ gr
fgt
Φaff
cl
Φfr Hp3q
fgt˚ H˝T r
Here L is the set of (isotopy classes of) oriented links in a 3-sphere, cl is the closure of a
braid and Hp3q is the triply graded link homology defined in[1].
The left commutative diagram has two important generalizations. The first generalization
uses the concatenation homomorphism cnt : Braffn ˆBr
aff
m Ñ Br
aff
n`m which is geometrically
an insertion of the affine braid element on m strands in place of the flag pole of the n-strand
braid:
Braffn ˆBr
aff
m Br
aff
n`m
pMFscB2n
pX 2pGnq,W q, ‹¯q ˆ pMF
sc
B2m
pX 2pGmq,W q, ‹¯q pMF
sc
B2n`m
pX 2pGn`mq,W q, ‹¯q,
cnt
ΦaffˆΦaff Φaff
indn
here indn is the induction functor described in the section 3.1. The second generalization
uses the concatenation map cnt : Braffn ˆBrm Ñ Brn`m which is an insertion of an ordinary
braid on m strands in place of the flag pole of the affine braid:
Braffn ˆBrm Brn`m
pMFscB2n
pX 2pGnq,W q, ‹¯q ˆ pMF
sc
B2m
pX 2,frpGmq,W q, ‹¯q pMF
sc
B2n`m
pX 2,frpGn`mq,W q, ‹¯q,
cnt
ΦaffˆΦfr Φfr
indn
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here indn is the functor from the section 3.1. In particular, the left square of our main
diagram 1.1 is the last diagram with m “ 0.
We expect that both diagrams will play an important role in further extension of the theory
from [1] to the case of the colored link homology and to the proof of the corresponding cabling
formula which is a focus of our current research.
The rest of the paper consists of two sections. In section 2 we remind the main steps of the
construction of the convolution algebras on the category of equivariant matrix factorizations
of the space X 2 “ b ˆGn ˆ n and its bigger version which we call ‘non-reduced space’. We
need this section for the proofs of our main result but this section also could be useful for the
reader who is interested in the results of [1] but not interested in the details of the proofs.
In the section 3 we explain the construction of the homomorphism from [1] and explain how
it extends to the case of the affine braid groups. We also prove our main result about the
forgetful pull-back functor.
1.4. Acknowledgements. We would like to thank Roman Bezrukavnikov, Eugene Gorsky,
Andrei Negut¸, Jake Rasmussen for useful discussions. L.R. is especially thankful to Dmitry
Arinkin for illuminating discussions. A.O. Is especially thankful to Andrei Negut¸ for illu-
minating discussions. Both authors are very thankful to an anonymous referee who made
many very valuable suggestions that helped to improve the text. Work of A.O. was partially
supported by NSF CAREER grant DMS-1352398. The work of L.R. is supported by the NSF
grant DMS-1108727.
2. Convolution algebras
In this section we define convolution algebras on the categories of matrix factorizations on
several auxiliary spaces. First we discuss the spaces and maps between them. The main space
used for our constructions of the convolution algebras is the space
XℓpGnq “ gˆ pGn ˆ nnq
ℓ .
It has a natural Gn ˆB
ℓ
n-action
pb1, . . . , bℓq ¨ pX, g1, Y1, . . . , gℓ, Yℓq “ pX, g1 ¨ b
´1
1 ,Adb1pY1q, . . . , gℓ ¨ b
´1
ℓ ,AdbℓpYℓqq,
h ¨ pX, g1, Y1, . . . , gℓ, Yℓq “ pAdhpXq, h ¨ g1, Y1, . . . , h ¨ gℓ, Yℓq
The space is X2 is particularly important. The central object of our study is the matrix
factorizations on this space with the potential:
W pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2q “ TrpXpAdg1pY1q ´Adg2pY2qqq.
Below we briefly discuss the categories of matrix factorizations and their equivariant ana-
logues.
2.1. Matrix Factorizations. Matrix factorizations were introduced by Eisenbud [12] and
later the subject was further developed by Orlov [13], one can also consult [14] for an overview.
Below we present only the basic definitions and do not present any proofs.
Let us remind that for an affine variety Z and a function F P CrZs there exists a triangu-
lated category MFpZ, F q. The objects of the category are pairs
F “ pM0 ‘M1,Dq, D :Mi ÑMi`1, D
2 “ F,
where Mi are free CrZs-modules of finite rank and D is a homomorphism of CrZs-modules.
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Given F “ pM,Dq and G “ pN,D1q the linear space of morphisms HompF ,Gq consists of
homomorphisms of CrZs-modules φ “ φ0 ‘ φ1, φi P HompMi, Niq such that φ ˝D “ D
1 ˝ φ.
Two morphisms φ, ρ P HompF ,Gq are homotopic if there is homomorphism of CrZs-modules
h “ h0 ‘ h1, hi P HompMi, Ni`1q such that φ´ ρ “ D
1 ˝ h´ h ˝D.
In the paper [1] we introduced a notion of equivariant matrix factorizations which we
explain below. First let us remind the construction of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex.
2.2. Chevalley-Eilenberg complex. Suppose that h is a Lie algebra. Chevalley-Eilenberg
complex CEh is the complex pV‚phq, dq with Vpphq “ UphqbCΛ
ph and differential dce “ d1`d2
where:
d1pub x1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xpq “
pÿ
i“1
p´1qi`1uxi b x1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xˆi ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xp,
d2pub x1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xpq “
ÿ
iăj
p´1qi`jub rxi, xjs ^ x1 ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xˆi ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xˆj ^ ¨ ¨ ¨ ^ xp,
Let us denote by ∆ the standard map h Ñ h b h defined by x ÞÑ x b 1 ` 1 b x. Suppose
V and W are modules over the Lie algebra h then we use notation Vb
∆
W for the h-module
which is isomorphic to V bW as a vector space, the h-module structure being defined by ∆.
Respectively, for a given h-equivariant matrix factorization F “ pM,Dq we denote by CEhb
∆
F
the h-equivariant matrix factorization pCEhb
∆
F ,D ` dceq. The h-equivariant structure on
CEhb
∆
F originates from the left action of Uphq that commutes with right action on Uphq used
in the construction of CEh.
A slight modification of the standard fact that CEh is the resolution of the trivial module
implies that CEhb
∆
M is a free resolution of the h-module M .
2.3. Equivariant matrix factorizations. Let us assume that there is an action of the
Lie algebra h on Z and F is a h-invariant function. Then we can construct the following
triangulated category MFhpZ,W q.
The objects of the category are triples:
F “ pM,D, Bq, pM,Dq P MFpZ,W q
whereM “M0‘M1 and M i “ CrZsbV i, V i P Modh, B P ‘iąjHomCrZspΛ
ihbM,ΛjhbMq
and D is an odd endomorphism D P HomCrZspM,Mq such that
D2 “ F, D2tot “ F, Dtot “ D ` dce ` B,
where the total differential Dtot is an endomorphism of CEhb
∆
M , that commutes with the
Uphq-action.
Note that we do not impose the equivariance condition on the differential D in our defi-
nition of matrix factorizations. On the other hand, if F “ pM,Dq P MFpZ, F q is a matrix
factorization with D that commutes with h-action on M then pM,D, 0q P MFhpZ, F q.
There is a natural forgetful functor MFhpZ, F q Ñ MFpZ, F q that forgets about the correc-
tion differentials:
F “ pM,D, Bq ÞÑ F 7 :“ pM,Dq.
Given two h-equivariant matrix factorizations F “ pM,D, Bq and F˜ “ pM˜ , D˜, B˜q the
space of morphisms HompF , F˜ q consists of homotopy equivalence classes of elements Ψ P
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HomCrZspCEhb
∆
M,CEhb
∆
M˜q such that Ψ ˝Dtot “ D˜tot ˝Ψ and Ψ commutes with Uphq-action
on CEhb
∆
M . Two maps Ψ,Ψ1 P HompF , F˜q are homotopy equivalent if there is
h P HomCrZspCEhb
∆
M,CEhb
∆
M˜q
such that Ψ´Ψ1 “ D˜tot ˝ h´ h ˝Dtot and h commutes with Uphq-action on CEhb
∆
M .
Given two h-equivariant matrix factorizations F “ pM,D, Bq P MFhpZ, F q and F˜ “
pM˜, D˜, B˜q P MFhpZ, F˜ q we define F b F˜ P MFhpZ, F ` F˜ q as the equivariant matrix fac-
torization pM b M˜,D ` D˜, B ` B˜q.
2.4. Push forwards, quotient by the group action. The technical part of [1] is the
construction of push-forwards of equivariant matrix factorizations. Here we state the main
results, the details may be found in section 3 of [1]. We need push forwards along projections
and embeddings. We also use the functor of taking quotient by group action for our definition
of the convolution algebra.
The projection case is more elementary. Suppose Z “ X ˆY, both Z and X have h-action
and the projection π : Z Ñ X is h-equivariant. Then for any h invariant element w P CrX sh
there is a functor π˚ : MFhpZ, π
˚pwqq Ñ MFhpX , wq which simply forgets the action of CrYs.
We define an embedding-related push-forward in the case when the subvariety Z0
j
ãÝÑ Z is
the common zero of an ideal I “ pf1, . . . , fnq such that the functions fi P CrZs form a regular
sequence. We assume that the Lie algebra h acts on Z and I is h-invariant. Then there exists
an h-equivariant Koszul complex KpIq “ pΛ‚CnbCrZs, dKq over CrZs which has non-trivial
homology only in degree zero. Then in section 3 of [1] we define the push-forward functor
j˚ : MFhpZ0,W |Z0q ÝÑMFhpZ,W q,
for any h-invariant element W P CrZsh.
Finally, let us discuss the quotient map. The complex CEh is a resolution of the trivial
h-module by free modules. Thus the correct derived version of taking h-invariant part of the
matrix factorization F “ pM,D, Bq P MFhpZ,W q, W P CrZs
h is
CEhpFq :“ pCEhpMq,D ` dce ` Bq P MFpZ{H,W q,
where Z{H :“ SpecpCrZshq and use the general definition of h-module V :
CEhpV q :“ HomhpCEh,CEhb
∆
V q.
2.5. Convolutions and reduced spaces. For a Borel group B, we treat B-modules as T -
equivariant n “ LieprB,Bsq-modules. For a space Z with B-action and for W P CrZsB we
define MFBpZ,W q as the full subcategory of MFnpZ,W q whose objects are matrix factoriza-
tions pM,D, Bq, where M is a B-module and the differentials D and B are T -invariant. The
category MFBℓpZ,W q has a similar definition.
The categories that we use in [1] are subcategories MFsc
Bℓ
pXℓ, F q Ă MFBℓpXℓ, F q that
consist of the matrix factorizations which are equivariant with respect to the action of Tsc
and G-invariant.
The space X3 has natural projections πij on X2 onto the corresponding factors. Since
π˚12pW q`π
˚
23pW q “ π
˚
13pW q, there is a well-defined binary operation on matrix factorizations
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MFscB2pX2,W q:
(2.1) F ‹ G :“ π13˚pCEhp2qpπ
˚
12pFq b π
˚
23pGqqq
T p2q .
This operation defines an associative product and we call the corresponding algebra the
convolution algebra . For computational reasons we also introduce a smaller ‘reduced’ space
X ℓ :“ bˆG
ℓ´1 ˆ n with the Bℓ-action:
pb1, . . . , bℓq ¨ pX, g1, . . . , gℓ´1, Y q “ pAdb1pXq, b1g1b
´1
2 , b2g2b
´1
3 , . . . ,AdbℓpY qq.
In particular the space X 2 has the following B
2-invariant potential:
W pX, g, Y q “ TrpXAdgpY qq.
The proposition 5.1 from [1] provides a functor:
Φ : MFscB2pX 2,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2pX2,W q
which is an embedding of the categories. Without the B2-equivariant structure the functor
is an ordinary Kno¨rrer functor [15], the equivariant version of the Kno¨rrer functor is defined
as composition of the equivariant pull-back and push-forward (see section 5 of [1]):
Φ :“ jx˚ ˝ π
˚
y ,
where πy : rX2 Ñ X 2, rX2 :“ b ˆ G ˆ n ˆ G ˆ n is the projection πypX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2q “
pX, g´11 g2, Y2q and j
x is the natural embedding of rX2 into X2.
Let us also introduce a convolution algebra structure on the category of matrix factoriza-
tions MFscB2pX 2,W q. There are the following maps π¯ij : X 3 Ñ X 2:
π¯12pX, g12, g13, Y q “ pX, g12,Adg23pY q``q, π¯13pX, g12, g13, Y q “ pX, g12g23, Y q,
π¯23pX, g12, g13, Y q “ pAd
´1
g12
pXq`, g23, Y q.
Here and everywhere below X` and X`` stand for the upper and strictly-upper triangular
parts of X. The map π¯12ˆ π¯23 is B
2-equivariant but not B3-equivariant. However in section
5.4 of [1] we show that for any F ,G P MFscB2pX ,W q there is a natural element
(2.2) pπ¯12 bB π¯23q
˚pF b Gq P MFscB3pX 3, π¯
˚
13pW qq,
such that we can define the binary operation on MFscB2pX ,W q:
F ‹¯G :“ π¯13˚pCEnp2qppπ¯12 bB π¯23q
˚pF b GqqT
p2q
q
and Φ intertwines the convolution structures:
ΦpFq ‹ ΦpGq “ ΦpF ‹¯Gq.
2.6. Convolution on framed spaces. As we mentioned in the introduction, it is natural
to consider the framed version of our basic spaces. The framed version of the non-reduced
space is an open subset Xℓ,fr Ă Xℓ ˆ V defined by the stability condition:
CxAd´1gi pXq, Yiyg
´1
i puq “ V, g
´1
i puq P V
0 i “ 1, . . . , ℓ´ 1,
where V 0 Ă V is a subset of vectors with a non-zero last coordinate. Similarly, we define the
framed reduced space X 2,fr Ă X 2 ˆ V with the stability condition
(2.3) CxX,AdgpY qyu “ V, g
´1puq P V 0.
Let us also define X 3,fr to be the intersection π¯
´1
12 pX 2,frq X π¯
´1
23 pX 2,frq where π¯ij are the
maps X 3 ˆ V Ñ X 2 ˆ V which are just extensions of the previously discussed maps by the
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identity map on V . Similarly we have the natural maps πij : X3,fr Ñ X2,fr and both reduced
and non-reduced spaces have natural convolution algebra structure defined by the formulas
(2.1) and (2.2)
We denote by fgt the maps X2,fr Ñ X2, X 2,fr Ñ X 2 that forget the framing. Lemma 12.3
of [1] says that the corresponding pull-back morphism is an homomorphism of the convolution
algebras:
fgt˚pF ‹ Gq “ fgt˚pFq ‹ fgt˚pGq.
Finally, let us mention that we can restrict the Kno¨rrer functor Φ on the open set X 2,fr to
obtain the functor
Φ : MFscB2pX 2,fr,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2pX2,fr,W q.
This functor intertwines the convolution algebra structures on the reduced and non-reduced
framed spaces.
3. Geometric realization of the affine braid group
3.1. Induction functors. The standard parabolic subgroup Pk has Lie algebra generated
by b and Ei`1,i, i ‰ k. Let us define space X 2pPkq :“ bˆPk ˆ n and let us also use notation
X 2pGnq for X 2. There is a natural embedding i¯k : X 2pPkq Ñ X 2 and a natural projection
p¯k : X 2pPkq Ñ X 2pGkq ˆ X 2pGn´kq. The embedding i¯k satisfies the conditions for existence
of the push-forward and we can define the induction functor:
indk :“ i¯k˚ ˝ p¯
˚
k : MF
sc
B2
k
pX 2pGkq,W q ˆMF
sc
B2
n´k
pX 2pGn´kq,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2n
pX 2pGnq,W q
Similarly we define the space X 2,frpPkq Ă b ˆ Pk ˆ n ˆ V as an open subset defined by
the stability condition (2.3). The last space has a natural projection map p¯k : X 2,frpPkq Ñ
X 2pGkqˆX 2,frpGn´kq and the embedding i¯k : X 2,frpPkq Ñ X 2,frpGnq and we can define the
induction functor:
indk :“ i¯k˚ ˝ p¯
˚
k : MF
sc
B2
k
pX 2pGkq,W q ˆMF
sc
B2
n´k
pX 2,frpGn´kq,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2n
pX 2,frpGnq,W q
It is shown in section 6 (proposition 6.2) of [1] that the functor indk is the homomorphism
of the convolution algebras:
indkpF1 b F2q‹¯indkpG1 b G2q “ indkpF1‹¯G2 b F2‹¯G2q.
To define the non-reduced version of the induction functors one needs to introduce the space
X ˝2 pGnq “ gˆGnˆ nˆ n which is a slice to the Gn-action on the space X2. In particular, the
potential W on this slice becomes:
W pX, g, Y1, Y2q “ TrpXpY1 ´AdgpY2qqq.
Similarly to the case of the reduced space, one can define the space X ˝2 pPkq :“ gˆPk ˆ nˆ n
and the corresponding maps ik : X
˝
2 pPkq Ñ X
˝pGnq, pk : X
˝
2 pPkq Ñ X
˝
2 pGkq ˆ X
˝
2 pGn´kq.
Thus we get a version of the induction functor for non-reduced spaces:
indk :“ ik˚ ˝ p
˚
k : MF
sc
B2
k
pX2pGkq,W q ˆMF
sc
B2
n´k
pX2pGn´kq,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2n
pX2pGnq,W q
It is shown in proposition 6.1 of [1] that the Kno¨rrer functor is compatible with the induction
functor:
indk ˝ pΦk ˆ Φn´kq “ Φn ˝ indk.
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3.2. Generators of the finite braid group action. Let us define B2-equivariant em-
bedding i : X 2pBnq Ñ X 2, X 2pBq :“ b ˆ B ˆ n. The pull-back of W along the map
i vanishes and the embedding i satisfies the conditions for existence of the push-forward
i˚ : MF
sc
B2pX 2pBnq, 0q Ñ MF
sc
B2pX 2pGnq,W q. We denote by CrX 2pBnqs P MF
sc
B2pX 2pBnq, 0q
the matrix factorization with zero differential that is homologically non-trivial only in even
homological degree. As it is shown in proposition 7.1 of [1] the push-forward
1¯n :“ i˚pCrX 2pBnqsq
is the unit in the convolution algebra. Similarly, 1n :“ Φp1¯nq is also a unit in non-reduced
case.
Let us first discuss the case of the braids on two strands. The key to construction of the
braid group action in [1] is the following factorization in the case n “ 2:
W pX, g, Y q “ y12p2g11x11 ` g21x12qg21{det,
where det “ detpgq and
g “
„
g11 g12
g21 g22

, X “
„
x11 x12
0 x22

, Y “
„
0 y12
0 0

Thus we can define the following strongly equivariant Koszul matrix factorization:
C¯` :“ pCrX 2s b Λxθy,D, 0, 0q P MF
sc
B2pX 2,W q,
D “
g12y12
det
θ ` rg11px11 ´ x22q ` g21x12s
B
Bθ
,
where Λxθy is the exterior algebra with one generator.
This matrix factorization corresponds to the positive elementary braid on two strands.
Using the induction functor we can extend the previous definition on the case of the arbi-
trary number of strands. For that we introduce an insertion functor:
Indk,k`1 : MF
sc
B2
2
pX 2pG2q,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2n
pX 2pGnq,W q
Indk,k`1pFq :“ indk`1pindk´1p1¯k´1 ˆ Fq ˆ 1¯n´k´1q,
and similarly we define non-reduced insertion functor
Indk,k`1 : MF
sc
B2
2
pX2pG2q,W q Ñ MF
sc
B2n
pX2pGnq,W q.
Thus we define the generators of the braid group as follows:
C¯
pkq
` :“ Indk,k`1pC¯`q, C
pkq
` :“ Indk,k`1pC`q.
The section 11 of [1] is devoted to the proof of the braid relations between these elements:
C¯
pk`1q
` ‹¯C¯
pkq
` ‹¯C¯
pk`1q
` “ C¯
pkq
` ‹¯C¯
pk`1q
` ‹¯C¯
pkq
` ,
C
pk`1q
` ‹ C
pkq
` ‹ C
pk`1q
` “ C
pkq
` ‹ C
pk`1q
` ‹ C
pkq
` .
Let us now discuss the inversion of the elementary braid. In view of inductive definition of
the braid group action, it is sufficient to understand the inversion in the case n “ 2.
Thus we define:
C´ :“ C`x´χ1, χ2y P MF
sc
B2pX2pG2q,W q,
and the definition of C¯´ is similar. As we will see below, the definition of C´ is actually
symmetric with respect to the left-right twisting: C´ “ C`xχ2,´χ1y.
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Theorem 3.2.1. We have:
(3.1) C` ‹ C´ “ 12.
Proof of this relation in the case of SL spaces in given in the section 9 of [1]. The same
proof works for GL-case considered in this paper.
3.3. Generators of the affine braid group action. The new generators that we would
need to construct the action of the affine braid group are of the form 1nxα, βy. The proposition
9.1 of [1] states that only the sum of the weights α` β matters. More precisely, we have the
following homotopy
1nxα, βy „ 1nxα` γ, β ´ γy.
Also note that the element 1nx
řn
i“1 χi, 0y is a central element of the convolution algebra
and elements 1nxχi, 0y, i “ 1, . . . , n generate a commutative subalgebra of the convolution
algebra. In particular, in the case n “ 2 we have:
C`x´χ1, χ2y “ 1xχ1 ` χ2, 0y ‹ C`x´χ1, χ2y ‹ 1x´χ1 ´ χ2, 0y “ C`xχ2,´χ1y
Theorem 3.3.1. The assignment
σ˘1i ÞÑ C
piq
˘ , ∆i ÞÑ 1nxχi, 0y
extends to the algebra homomorphism Φaff : Braffn Ñ MF
sc
B2pX ,W q.
Proof. Since the elements 1nxχi, 0y mutually commute, it is enough to check the equation
(3.2) C
piq
` ‹ 1nxχi`1, 0y ‹ C
piq
` “ 1nxχi, 0y.
Let us first discuss the case n “ 2. In this case the only relation that we need to show is
C` ‹ 12xχ2, 0y ‹ C` “ 12xχ1, 0y.
This relation follows from the previous theorem. Denote ζ “ χ1 ` χ2, then
(3.3) C` ‹ 12xχ2, 0y ‹ C` “ C` ‹ 12x´χ1 ` ζ, 0y ‹ C` “ C` ‹ 12x´χ1, 0y ‹ C` ‹ 12xχ2, 0y
‹12xζ´χ2, 0y “ C`‹12x0,´χ1y‹C`‹12xχ2, 0y‹12xχ1, 0y “ C`‹C´ ‹12xχ1, 0y “ 12xχ1, 0y.
The case of general n follows from the case n “ 2 because of our inductive definition of the
braid group generators. Indeed, applying the functor Indi`1,i to the equation (3.3) we get the
required equation (3.2).

3.4. Stabilization morphism. To complete our proof of the theorem 1.2.4 we need to prove
the following
Proposition 3.4.1. We have the following formulas for the action of the forgetful functor:
fgt˚ : 1nxχn, 0y ÞÑ 1n, 1¯nxχn, 0y ÞÑ 1¯n.
Proof. Let us show the first equation since the second one is analogous. Indeed, the space
X2,fr has coordinates pX, g1, Y1, g2, Y2, vq and the stability condition implies that g
´1
1 pvq is the
vector that has non-zero last component. Hence, the function S “ pg´11 pvqqn is an invertible
function on X2,fr and the multiplication by S yields a invertible homomorphism of the matrix
factorizations on X2,fr that identifies fgt
˚p1nxχn, 0yq “ 1xχn, 0y with 1n. 
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